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SENARYO 2

Learning Outcome:  E11.5.R1. Students will be able to analyse a text to distinguish the expressions 
used to express wishes, regrets and unreal past.

1.  Read the conversation and answer the questions.

Tom : I had the habit of concentrating on only negative sides of life when I was young.

Emily : I was overburdened with work and complaints from my clients yesterday.

Sam : I couldn’t help using social media and surfing on the Internet too much, so I failed my exam.

a. What was Tom’s problem when he was young?

b. Was Emily willing to work more yesterday?

c. Why did Sam fail his exam?
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Learning Outcome:  E11.5.W1. Students will be able to write their opinions and regrets according to # I 
wish.

2.  Imagine that you’re listening to your favourite radio programmer, Amy. She asks her listeners what they 
would change if they could go back in time and wants them to write their comments about some topics 
using the hashtag #Iwish. 

Write down your opinions about the given topics using the hashtag #Iwish.

 #Iwish   

Everyone can reply

PostHealth

 #Iwish   

Everyone can reply

PostHoliday

 #Iwish   

Everyone can reply

PostEducation

 #Iwish   

Everyone can reply

PostBusiness

 #Iwish   

Everyone can reply

PostFamily
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Learning Outcome:  E11.6.W1. Students will be able to write a letter to criticize an event/organization.

3.  Write a letter of complaint including all the given parts in the box according to the given situation.

You got a new computer last week, but you forgot to keep the receipt. When you tried to turn on the 
computer at home, you realized that it didn't work. You went back to the store and explained the problem, 
but they said they couldn’t help you because you didn’t have the receipt. You decided to write a letter of 
complaint to the customer services.

Opening Remark : Dear Sir/Madam

Introduction : Reason for writing

Main Body : Details of complaints and reasons

Conclusion : Your demand

Closing Remark : Yours faithfully


